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(T.W.Arnold)  

 "The Preaching of Islam" 





In the region of the Emperor Jajangir (1620)there was a certain    Sunni

theologain name Shaykh Ahmad Mujaddid who especialy distiguished

himself by  energy  with which he  controverted the doctrines  of Shi,as.....

The latter, being at this time in favour at court, succeded in haning him

imprisoned on some frivolous charge, during the two years  that he was

kept in prison he converted to Islam sevreal hundred idolaters who were his

companioins  in the same prison. 






 ''Mohammadanism''(D.S.Margiloth) 
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During the senenteenth and  eighteenth centuries a

succession of remarkable scholars strove to restate

the bases of islamic  theology  in a  manner  which  

broke  away from  the  formalism  of  the  orthodox 

manuals  and  laid  stress  upon  the  psychological

and  ethical  elements in  religion. Among  the more

outstsdding figures in this movement, which has not

recieved the  attention it deserves, where the syria

Abdal Ghani or Nablus (1641-1731) and the Indians

Ahmad Sirhindi (1563-1624) and Shah Wali Allah of

               Dehlli (1702-1762)(7)











 (Persian literature)  (C.A.Storey) 
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 ''Mughals in India''  (D.N.Marshall) 

Ahmad faruqi Sirhindi was imprisoned at Gwalior      

in 1028/1619 but later pardoned and received from

Emperor Jahangir a Khil,at and apresent in cash9(9)


 

  (Dr.Yohana Friedmann) 



''Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi: An outline of his thought

and a study of his image in the eyes of posterity ''
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1. The Sources

2. The concept of Tajdid and the Milenium

3. The self image of Ahmad Sirhindi

4. Prophecy and Sainthood

5. Sirhindi,s view of the islamic Tradision I

6. Sirhindi,s view of the islamic Tradision II

7. The Indian Environment

8. Sirhnd and the Mughal Court

9. Judgement of Posterity

10. Conclusion

 (Annemarie Schimmel) 



 ''Pain and Grace'' 

''Ahmad  Sirhindi  has  been  called, by  the great 

philospher   Abdul  Hakim Sialkoti,  the Mujaddid

-i-Alf-thani,   the renovator  of the  2nd  Millenium

since  he  appeared  at the  beginning of the 2nd

Millenium  of the  islamic   era in order to restore 

329



orthodox  Islam:  and he  has been praised by his

admirers even in Turkey  as  the Imam-i-Rabbani

the divinel  leadrs  of his  decendants  as divinely

leader o  community.....He was himself and three

of  his descendant   as  divinely   ivested   beings

higher  even than  the  ''qutab'', the pole,  of athe

traditional   mystical  hierarchy   and  destined  to

guied the muslim people as qayyum This remark

able self-consciousness of  Naqshbandi  leadors

together with their skill in politics made them mor

and more influential in India. Ahmad Sirhindi,s.....

successors and folllowers successfullly worked to

penitrate into  the  the  court  circles.  Aurangzaib    

Alamgir, lent his ear to their advice. And faught a

gainst the ideals which led his elder brother Dara

Shikoh to his attemts to mystical reconcilliation be

      tween Islam and Hinduism.(10)                               
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